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for Jemima.
So the bargain was struck
^Oc~that which will not fade, down and
is PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING,
ieturn thanks that we aré all
BY up in a trice, and no time lost in moonlight 1 his was just the sort of beauty to take safe.’
Shingling a House. The now ‘
GLORIOUS NEWS FROM FLORIDA.
walks and serenades, and no money wast
certa'"i remedy Ii/
JAMES W. BARTER & CO.
bHnJ'1 faTer ’
asleep, it
vo a-coo-chee’s
with Flank. He found, that her views of
‘
Ab,
Mary,
you
are
right.
I
was
oases calle'i 4
ed
Jn
rides
and
presents.
ty‘,C0.°;C^
E’s WH0LE Band in— Close
Office on the Main Street, over D. Ileinich’s Bookstore.
the gieat end of life accorded with his
being nearly midnight, when he heard the oCIhe Florida
War.
'1>li,lnls> Heanbi
thinking
only
of
what
we
have
lost,
you
This interesting couple were married,
jr "
Tr • By the United States
flIFThe publishers do not hold themselves responsi and took possession of a nice new house, own. That the affliction of her «family are thinking only of what we have saved, landlord’s wife su y—
Wandering or»1
steamer Gen. Taylor, Capt. Peck, arrived
‘ I wish that man would go home, if he’s here yesterday, we have the gratifying intel
ble for any error in any advertisement beyond the full of nice new furniture, and settled had matured her character, and produced with such a treasure left to me, how can
’ess'SourSioIIBg
ligence from Florida that the war, for the
got one to go to.’
a chastened and elevating spirit, which
amount charged for its insertion.
5SP° ,hc
themselves dow-n to get as much comfort
1 repine, even for a moment V
‘ Hush, hush !’ says the landlord, ' he’ll ninety-ninth time, may now be considered at
’ 1 lles. «nd »11 Ik
eminently fittedher for the companionship
ILJ3 Advertisements, Letters, etc. relating1 to the
°n tbe Sreen grass, under call tor something else, directly.’
an end., Wild Cat’s whole band, men, wo
business department of the paper may be directed to as empty hands and empty hearts, with a of one whose great desire was to be good
rity state of ihe St,,
full purse could give.
the publishers.
and do good.
&
’ the fight of the moon, and the shade of
‘ I wish he would make haste about it, men, children and negroes, one hundred and
the trees, they kneeled down, and poured
Here we will leave them in the full
!rivaHed am!
KFA11 Communications, Letters, etc. connected with
Ope evening Frank and Mary had been
then, for it is time every honest person sixty in all, have come in at Tampa, and fort> moie Indians of another band were on
the editorial department may be addressed to James glory of the honey moon‘, to look after taking a Iong waIkj (it was a bright mo(?n_ out heartfelt praises for their merciful de was a bed,’ said the wife.
their way and were expected at Tampa in
liverance.
»I'msicus^j • K. Remich, as heretofore.
our friend, Frank May. Let us see what
‘
He
’
s
takingthe
shingles
off
his
house
light night of course) and they reached,
two days. A gentleman who came on in
the lapse of ten years did for him. He home just as the village clock struck nine. t Sorrie ofe their friends now approached
and putfmg them upon ours,’- said the the Gen. Taylor, says he does not think an
’ medical COW
was not a whit behind Ashton in activity 1 hey stopped before the little gate which and perceiving how they ^ere engaged,’ landlord.
other rifle will be fired by the enemy.
ndy of Medicine
miscellany
wai
ed
at
a
distance
in
res>ctful
silence;
and industry, and he reaped the usual re was fastened with a string.
When Co-a-coo-chee’s family came in, Col.
At this James began to come to his
njirely ofvegetat)| J TWO SOADS TO WEALTH. ward of present comfort and prospective
Mary, said Frank, as he reached till the little group arose ; they then came senses, and commenced rubbing his eyes Worth told him that he might“ go on shore
up, and taking each by the hand, gave and stretching himself as if jùst awoke, horn the schooner where he was confined,
plenty. Though as he told his friend he
that they may be J
over to undo the string
“ What a fine thing it is to be rich!”
and see them. He refused to go, saying that
utterance to their feelings of sympathy
‘e hy invalids ofany.; exclaimed Charles Ashton, as he passed meant to acquire wealth, it was not for
“Well.”
though he was anxious to see his family, he
and congratulation. The words were few saying, ‘ I believe I’ll go.’
his own sake, but for the benefit of others.
system or exposing
‘
pon
’
t
be
in
a
hurry,
James,
’
said
the
I
have
been
thinking,
Mary
__
hem
__
would not permit them to see him in irons,
. Esquire Wilkins’ great house.
but they were such as go straight to the’
It was good proof of his sincerity that he
landlord.
ihe Colonel finally consented to let him go
“A fine thing indeed,” replied his friend, did not defer doing good till the time here he stopped, and worked iway for heart.
PEDLERS!!
One of these friends insisted on
‘ O yes, I must go,’ says James, ‘ good on shore without his shackles, and after a
some seconds on the string.
It had got taking- them all to his own house, where
e cannot be obtaiMj| r rank May, “provided”—
should arrive when he could call himself into a hard knot I suppose.
warm greeting with his family, he dined with
night, and off he started.
b
“ Provided what ?”
’-e whatever.
i
he said they should be. welcome to stay
rich
He knew that if he did not form
the Colonel, and then returned on board the
After
an
absence
of
some
time,
the
land

“
I
have
been
thinking,
”
he
beo-an
I lovided
we-----can have a few other the habit now, he would not have the
.MPLOY THEM,
. --------till they could do better.
schooner. As soon as his irons were replac
again, and then he waited so long, that
lord met, and accosted him—
good things with it.”
ed, he told Col. Worth that he had but one
‘
I
cannot
imagine
how
this
fire
origina

heart
hereafter.
He
knew,
and
what
is
c i Other
n i l ... good
t
...
‘ Hallo, Jim, why hain’t you been down request more to make, and that was, to allow
things! why man, mon better he felt, that no one should live to Mary wondered what he had been\hink- ted said Mr. May, as they entered the
to
1
see
us
V
him and his people to go West as soon as pos
ey will buy all the good things in the himself—not even a young man, just set mg about, and whether he would ever be kind neighbor’s house.
rting to be mine.
‘Why,’says James, ‘ 1 had taken shin sible I—Savannah Republican, Aug. 7.
done thinking.
world.”
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COUNTERFEITS
‘
0,1
can
tell
you
pa,
’
replied
little
Wilting out in the world, who has his fortune
“ I have been thinking, Mary, that’,—
gles enough off of my house, and it began to
enough to fill the J
“ Not quite,” replied Frank. ‘ To be to build up with his own hands.
The following of the day before, from the
He as he had now advanced one word further y, it must have been the old man’s pipe,
leak ! so 1 thought it was time to stop the »t. Augustine News, contains particulars of
iff, and thus taM sure it will buy some small matters which
,
tor
when
he
went
out
to
the
barn
I
saw
early
came
to
the
conclusion
that
he
had
•ave attempted an id are convenient, but there are things essen
he would probably have got out the whole
previous events.
leak ana I have done it !’
: him smoking. So I suppose he ran away
our things to attend to in this life, viz
i papers,
The tavern-keeper astonished, went
sentence, but widow Green, who had when the fire broke out, for fear you
St. Augustine, August 3. The steamer
tial that it will not buy.”
his own temporal and spiritual welfare been sitting at the window, and seeing
F WHOM youpd
home to tell his wife all about it, and James Wm. Gaston, Capt. Somers, arrived this af
“ Such as what”—interrupted his friend,
■
should
lay
it
to
him.
’
1ASE !
and the spiritual and temporal welfare of
ever since has left rum alone, and attend ternoon from Southern Posts. The large
such as health, happiness, and a clear others— that is, of all the human family Frank working so long over the gate, the
So much for taking vagabonds into
f these attempts at
kind officious old lady must needs
ed to his own business.
He is a happy n°n1 started fro,n Key Biscayne and Fort
it great expense in ¿J conscience,”
your
barn,
’
thought
Mr.
Ashton,
who
was
who should come under his influence ei
Dallas, for the Everglades, on the evening of
“ Well Frank, I suppose it would not ther directly or indirectly. Here was a come out and see “ what in the world was one of the company, but he did not feel man, and his wife and children are happier I i¡day, the 30th ult. consisting ofs& compa
wrappers, and in fe
than
ever.
—
AC
Y.
Organ.
the
matter
with
that
are
string.
”
So
i will be done
be exactly the right coin for those comcom wide field, a noble work ; sufficient to
nies of artillery, under the command of Capt.
just then like saying it.
lary was left to finish the sentence
i that the envelopitd modities. I’ll tell you of one nice article
burke, and a number of sailors and marines
Next day, 1 believe, every man, wom
fill
the
largest
heart,
and
task
the
highest
T
he
F
orce
of
S
ympathy
.
The
San

‘ entered accorded which it will buy.”
cording to the dictates of her own feelino-s
under the command of Capt. Rogers and Lt.
an,
and
child,
in
the
village,
turned
out
to
energies. This was the grand outline of or imagination. But Frank took the more
dy Hill Herald tells the following good Sloan, of the Navy—amounting in all to about
.he year 1840, byS.I
“ And what is that ?”
his scheme of life, and he left it to the, satisfactory method of finishing it on see the ruins. As they stood looking at anecdote :—
in the Clerk’s Office
four hundred men and fifty canoes, with
“ A wife I”
the smouldering heap, the murmur went
finger of Providence to point out daily paper.
f Massachusetts¡"»Ii
which they anticipate accomplishing much
°
1
11
tell
you,
”
says
an
ex-member
of
“ Ah,” replied Frank, “ that’s the only the particular manner in which it was to
round, ‘ that such a man should meet with
tablished in 1808, A
. How the sentence really ended, may be
Congress, in Michigan, “ how I secured towards the close of this protracted war. We
such a calamity !’
heartily wish them success, and look forward
)f Middlesex, Masi; article m the world which I should rather be filled up. With these views h$ stood
inferred
from
the
fact
that
the
next
week.
my
election in this district several years with no ordinary anxiety for the accomplish
around the inside it beg than buy !”
‘ He has always been helping us,’ said
ready for every good word and work. Frank W’as bustling about, with an extra
ago. When I was nominated, the party ment of so much good.
Well, I'rank, you are a man of inde
in ted on while lian
He was never so busy about his own af- gleam of satisfaction on his fine counte one, ‘and now it’s our turn to help him. to which I belonged was in the minority,
The accounts from Key West are of the
engraved that
pendent feelings, but I’m afraid you’ll
Come
let
’
s
show
that
we
ha
’
nt
forgotten
son’s Sherry fcl never be a man of independent property.” w[S,that he could not stoPt0 do a kind act. nance, making preparations for building a old scores.’
and there was no hope of succeeding un- most deplorable nature. The yellow fever
When called upon to leave his work to do new house. A light heart makes light
elves in a thousand^
less something more than ordinary was is said to be raging at that place,“and very fa
Why, Charles, vrhat makes you think
1 he suggestion took in a moment, and
something for a poor neighbor, or hand work. In an incredible short time he had
ipy right has beend
iesorted to. After reflecting some time I tal, a large number have already fallen vicso ? I like money, and I mean to get my round a subscription paper in aid of some
a subscription was opened on the spot.
Vin)Srt0 iL One of the unfortunate victims is
finished one of the prettiest little cottages For want of paper and pencil they took a came to the conclusion to steal a hoo- from Mr.
share, provided I can do it honestly.”
Landon C. Kenry.
> WILL BE SEVERELffl
benevolent object, or to do something for
one
of
my
neighbors,
which
I
did,
and
in
The fever has been still worse at Havana
iw. The bottles» . /‘•Ah! you will be too much hindered the Church, or the village, he did not cal! you ever saw. It was painted white wflth piece of clean, smooth board, and a bit
.... .... . "/th scruples, to make any head-way in it an interruption, but considered it as a green blinds, and a portico all around. It of newly made charcoal. It was handed the morning the neighbor traced me to and we learn that there are nine American
.............
(1, in lhe „
saniestyk
stood far enough from the road to allow’ a
my dwelling, and ascertained beyond a ships now lying in that port without a soul
red by me baveafe/Jne world.
My motto is, ‘Go ahead, branch of his business.
round, and in a few moments every name
doubt that I was the thief, and published on ooard,all having died of the prevailimr fe
large garden, which was enclosed by white
on the outereimkd hit or miss ’ ! ”
was down.
Enough was subscribed in
Ashton used to laugh at him, and tell
ver.
®
IT WHICH 1SF0RGM * L
“Ad
An<L1’.’“’’ said F.rank, “ should as lief him he had chosen a strange road to :fence, with a little gate fastened by a money, labor and materials, to re-build me as such ; when I immediately appeal
string. Behind the house at some dis the housq. To work.they went forthwith. ed to the sympathies of the people and
HEALTH Hi Ml bave nothin
The Liverpool Mail has effectually extinwealth.
r
’
dnofhino1.1 ”
tance rolled the Connecticut river, with If the former house went up in a hurry, asked them if they thought I would guished Mr. Webster, for his letter to Mr.
nothing fn
to enjoy but ----wealth.
Never mind,” Frank would say, “ my iits beautiful expanse of interval land on
t will be allowehi
steal
a
hog
?
They
swallowed
the
baitFox. The Mai! says : “ a more Jesuitical pro
O /■ I i r»
It
*
*
•
*
the
Parted, one to his
this went up still quicker.
Lj aa very
osaleandreliil.iiJworfcshopand the other’to’bls’ counting road is rather circuitous to bo sure, but it either side, ornamented here and there short time, a fiew house and In
barn were said it was persecution on the part of the duction, or a more contemptible effort of spe
is pleasant. You, Charles, are on the with a solitary graceful elm. Is there a <
neighbor, who was politically opposed to cial pleading containing an under-current of
r., 15 hanover swr room* These
•these two young men lived in the ihigh road to wealth—a straight dull turn
completed, exactly like the first.
hypocrisy and insult, never was addressed bv
river in the world whose path is marked
> S T 0 N,
«pleasant village of B—, on the banks of pike, where there are so manv
I shall never forget the day the Mays me ; and the consequence was, I was tri a foreign minister to the British govern
many driving by,
bv with more beauty and verdure than the
umphantly
elected.
But
the
next
time
I
ns throughout to (the Connecticut. Charles Ashton was a and so many trying to overtake you, that
took possession. As the men of (be vil
The Mail very conveniently gets oConnecticut; among all the dwellers on lage had built the house, the women and was a candidate for the same office, a ment.
hnitip /fc!rchant’ and Frank May
a mechanic.
yer the necessity of copying Mr. Webster’s
you
are
blinded
with
the
dust.*
While
its
banks
perhaps
there
never
was
a
hap

Yankee,
from
Vermont,
was
the
opposing
■nts pel talMJrhey
were
both
what
the
world
calls,
- were both what "the world calls,
children determined to furnish it.
All
letter, by stating that it as long as the route
my path is through a green, shady lane,
“ very fine young men.” But the world among murmuring brooks and singing pier couple than the one who on May day day long the presents were pouring in. candidate, who having learned the secret* from Halifax to Boston.
lemich, A. Warren,!
took possession of the new cottage.
Ihe unfortunate editor is so divertin,gly
Mrs. Wilkins and Mrs. Ashton and a few stole a sheep, and run me sky high.”
? r,perficial Acrver.- Its eyes never birds.
5
“ And so,” said Miss Jemima Wilkinsi of the first ladies, furnished the heaviest
labid that we cannot help copying a speci
eo^°°k down into the- heart.
—......
It is the pre
“Ah! good by to you Frank,” re
Modern Education.
Earning__ lam men or two:
___________________ .x:-p
rogative
of one Eye alone
to look on the plied his friend, “ you are welcome to that was, as she was returning with others articles for the parlor and chambers, while
“The replication to Mr. Daniel Webster’s
ing
—
Earning,
is
the
cry
of
father
and moth
from
the
Wedding
visit,
“
poor
Mary
UNIVERSAL 8$ Secret springs of action ; to that" Eye the your brooks and birds and shady lane ; I
the farmers’ wives filled up the kitchen,
er—if my boy had the laming what a letter has not yet, we trust, been written. We
Green
is
Mrs.
Francis
May!
I
suppose
r BLOOD-ROOT^ lifferefice between the two characters was like the turnpike best and don’t mind get
pantry and cellar. One brought a tub of
vvish, above all things, that the task may not
she will carry her head pretty high now/’ nice butter, another a couple of fine chees janus he’d be. In course, you old folks, devolve upon Lord Palmerston. We should
s the fullest coni®yery great.
ting
a
little
gold
dust
in
my
eyes,
provi

your
bouchai
would
be
a
swan
among
thé
“
Frank
s
a
fool,
”
thought
Mr.
Ashton,
of these Pills. Slit Both applied themselves with all dililike to see Lord Stanley’s or Lord Aber
es. One old lady brought a dozen pairs
ded the rest settles in my pockets.”
3 public on theirow.
‘ to marry a girl who hasn't a cent in the of nice woolen stockings, which she sat goshns ; but it isn’t the ‘ laming ’ half the deen’s reply. We should desire nothing bet
’Hi
lheir respective calli^s>
Though Charles spoke so gaily as he world!’
world wants ; instead of ‘ laming,’ by ter than to see Sir Henry Hardinge in the
S severe but
^h.
up nights to knit since the fire.
turned away, there was a still small voice
which they mean cobwebs picked out of audience
'
chamber at Washington, demand
Years
rolled
on.
Frank
and
Mary
Frank May
dollar which whispered to his heart, and told
Among the
rest, came Kosy
Rosy Lvi
xxiuvug
uiL, iesi,
Lynwon, dead men’s brains, they should get some ing a categorical answer, and a few British
ixperieiice.
v resolved that every vivnm
------------------------------------ j
j
were happy in each other, and ever active Willy’s r.
favorite playmate, a sweet little discipline.
tv York, ApiW’nould be gained, not only honestly, but him Frank was right, and he was wrong.
Discipline—discipline—disci steam-frigates, showing their colors in the
in promoting the happiness of all about
lonorably."
As fee
for Charles” AVutuu
Ashton, “'he
girl about six years old.. She had some- pline that is the only education I ever Bay of New York. Perhaps Mr. President
7-s—Dear sirr-Ho™™*
’-'!/ Ac
But
as
this
monitor
had
not
been
listen

them. They had two children, Willy and thing wrapped up in her apron.
xesof yourU. Sibad but one purpose, and thatTas^to
Tyler and Mr. Daniel Webster will deem it
uvll
.
When
L .
_
*
----- ------- 0 ac ed to when its tones were loud, was it to Mary—the prettiest and most interesting
saw that ever brought a boy to any good, prudent to reconsider their juristical exposi
Pills, been entire ,quire
she came in, Willy, who had been caper
wealth, untrammelled by scruples be expected that its whispers would be
children in the world—at least, in the
r da
TUSe
b*ttering a man's brains tions and eat their words before the chano1»
SSirf«;‘b^-waysand,DeanSi
ing about with childish joy all day, ran up
heard ?
lull of Greek and Latin pothooks, that he we allude to shall have taken place. To
eyes of their parents. _
I ‘‘I’ll be a rich man before I die !” said
to
her,
and
peeping
into
her
apron
exAmong the poor neighbors who shared
forgets before he doffs his last round jack keep an innocent man in prison from Decem
But when the sun of our prosperity
(’’now" addresy»»ile
008
as he was studyFrank’s kind attentions, I was one, whose shines brightest the storm may be gather claimed^ ‘ Why Rosy ! if there isn’t your et, to put on his first long-tailed blue, if ber to July, reflects unutterable disgrace even
little bantam chicken I’
act. 1 had consul^»
consufeDg' his ledger the only book in the world peculiarly lonely and desolate condition
he dont teach him the old Spartan law of upon the serni-barbarous laws and institutions
ing. One night as the May family were
/ Yes Willy, it’s for you—mother said I obedience, hard living, early rising, and of the United States.”
cians, taken ptoifhat he thought really interesting. He gave her a strong claim to sympathy and
retiring
to
rest,
there
was
a
knock
heard
“ Ma Conscience !” But all that is not half
might give it to you.’
and many other ji^as untiring In application to business: kindness. The widow Green, as she was
them sort of classics ? Where’s the use
On opening, they found a
so excrutiating as all this, under which we
in fact I continueW if he did not absolutely cheat, he commonly called, had seen better days ; at the door.
It
was
Rosy
’
s
pet,
and
the
only
thing
in
of
instructing
him
in
hexameters,
and
devoutly hope the country will not expire :_
naciated-'inyiisj pade what are called pretty ‘ tight bar- but she had lost her husband, her children poor beggar, who asked the favor of a the world that she could call her own.
pentameters, if you leave him ignorant of
“ It is their laws, their licentious freedom,
f 175
• LHard and honest’ was his max- and her property. One after another, she night’s lodging in the barn. He was rath
‘ There, Willy,’ said she, as she opened a penny-piece ? What height of blether their uncurbed passions, their demoralising
er
a
suspicious
looking
character,
but
'“ooHypd^,:n:thi.ch some thi°k
«y had laid her little ones in the grave, till
Mary said, ‘Let him stay, poor fellow!’ her apron and let it hop down on the floor, ing stupidity is it to be filling a boy’s democracy. It is impossible that a republic
only two remained, a son and a daughter. Mr. May consented.
mv room and nw
The family then ‘ take good care of it won’t you, and don’t brains with the wisdom of the ancients, founded on such base and unrighteous prin
While in ^is
soon became a keen money making All the generous sympathies of Frank’s retired to rest, little dreaming how much let it get singed as yours did!’ and then and then turn him out like an omadhaun ciples can hold together for another twenty
years. Its own rottenness will consume it
nquired jf I had trtoaan.
But making money is not always nature were moved, when that only son
she ran away for fear Willy should see a to pick up his victuals among the mod Its laws screen the guilty—they offer no pro
tbejr hospitality would cost them.
answered in the ^paking friends. At the end of ten years, was cut down just as he had reached an
erns.—Blackwood's Magazine.
About midnight there was a cry of tear in her eye.
tection to the innocent and well disposed.
hern to me, haWr. Ashton was a richer man than his age at which his poor mother might begin
An honest and fair dealing man can hardly
‘ fire !’ They started from their bedside
Meanwhile
the
farmers
said
the
barn
[>y their use »J^iend May, but he was surprised to find to lean upon him.
An Irishman of our acquaintance lately exist in the republic. The most successful
He resolved in the and rushed out of the house. What were ought to be furnished too. So one drove
!*h less aggini
imself not so much respected, or so hap- fullness of his heart, to make this widow
looked
under the head of “ Obituary,” in cheat is the most honored citizen.”
their
feelings
when
they
discovered
the
in a fine load of hay, and another follow
" 1 rmed a box,He began to think there were some his especial care, and do all in his power
barn in a blaze, and the flames just com ed with a nice cow ; another came drag a newspaper, for the list of dead letters
Linseed Oil. Mr. Winthrop in his speech
' Thv their use,
money would not buy.
to supply the place of her lost son. He municating with the house!
ging along a squealing pig, ‘ because,’ he
on the Revenue Bill stated that several lar^e
md now, allho^!tl; / But I’ll see if it won’t buy me a wife,” was unwearied in his attentions, and though
‘ Run Mary,’ exclaimed Frank, ‘ take said, ‘ Mr. May’s pig got roasted before
recipes.
and expensive establishments had recently
>lansed since 1^'J/M he. “ I believe it’s living a bachelor time was money with him, he gave it free
Ringworm, Tetter, etc. Obtain some been set up for converting flax seed into lin
the children to the little grove, while I his time.’
' blessingof Pr°*>akesmesoblue!”
ly to provide for her comfort. The wid see what can be done.’
Such a scene of joyous bustle, as house, blood-root, (called also red-root, .Indian seed oil, and that they had already reduced
Dvered my
It never occurred to our friend that a ow Green had, as I have said, an only
But he soon found there was nothing to yard and barn presented, you never saw. plant, etc.) slice it in vinegar, and after the price of the article to the consumer at
)g strength aJ pfe who could be bought might not be daughter; this was all that had been
be done, for he could get no water ; the
wards wash the part affected with the li least twenty-five per cent. They used about
''' T toffly^Orth havinS- But it did occur, natural- saved from the wreck of her earthly hap well was so near the building that he could I believe it was the happiest holiday the quid. In a few days the scurf will be re seven thousand tons of the seed a year. At
village of B------ had ever enjeyed. That
least three-fourths of this quantity was im
ind t0,ta iw wlilT enough, that while he was about it, he piness. A rich treasure was this daugh
Poor Frank stood still, night Mr. May was richer than he was moved, and the disease cured.
ported, and formed a main element in our
ventut^o trav^^
as weU
for a rich one. So he ter at least, so thought the widow—and not approach it.
and with his arms folded across his breast, before the fire.
venture to> tra'
Cure for Epileptic Fits. Take the Calcutta trade. After the oil was expressed
ent peeping round amongst the heiresses so thought another.
looked on in silent agony ; while the trem
J AS.
roots
of comfrey, sassafras, elecampane, two-thirds of the bulk remained, which was
‘
Well
Frank,
’
said
Mr.
Ashton,
as
he
-nothing doubting that a young lady who
Now I beg the reader not to call in ques bling family saw all from the grove. The
exported under the name of oil cake, for the
!ale and retail, ^ as heir to a fine fortune, would inherit tion the disinterestedness of Frank’s at village was alarmed, and in a few minutes stood with his hands in his pockets, look and the tops and buds of horehound and British farmers to feed their cattle with
ing at the heaps of good things, ‘ you have raspberry, each one handful : put these bouiteen ships of five hundred tons each are
Thomaston, M wery other fine quality, it was not long tentions to the widow; for I assure you
almost every man was on the ground.
¡cine will"“ ! ffore he fixed his—affections ! no his that when he resolved to be a son to her, But a fire is a thing of such rare occur indeed taken a very circuitous road to ingredients into an earthen pot which holds employed in the importation o£ this seed, or
'•“."lso’ by,£ noughts on Miss Jemima Wilkins, the
he had no idea of a literal fulfillment. But rence in the country, that the people do wealth, but I believe you will get there two gallons, fill it with soft water and let an amount of tonnage equal to such a number
it simmer over hot ashes; strain the de of ships, and half as many more in exporting
before me after all.’
oungest daughter of Esquire Wilkins, benevolence sometimes meets with unex not know what to do with it.
muel Joulan »« ,
coction
and put it in bottles for use.—Dose the cake. From fifteen to twenty thousand
And so it proved ; for from this time,
was not the color of Miss Jemima’s pected rewards.
Though
these
worthy
neighbors
could
for
an
adult,
a gill four times a day, for a tons or shipping, ah told, coasting trade inclu
Mary Green was at this time about do nothing but stand with Mr. May and Frank continued to rise in wealth and in week, before both the full and thechano-e ded, were said to be employed in this business
eo. E- BaW’ lir, or the sparkle of her eyes, or the
e M. Freeman- < nmple of her cheeks, that attracted our nineteen years old. I suppose you ex look on, yet could you have seen their fluence, and at length became the richest of the moon.
&
man in the place.
For a while Ashton
; nro’s attention. Oh no, Mr. Ashton was pect me to say she was the prettiest girl
The Bank of England covers five acres of
co sensible and prudent to be influenced in the village .; no such thing—there were faces, as the light flashed upon them from went on as before, but at length he be
Sore Throat. We have known sev
b such trifles in the important matter of a dozen as pretty, perhaps prettier ; but I the blazing pile, you would have read in came tired of his ‘ turnpike,’ and conclud eral instances in which this distressing ground, and employs over nine hundred
«(loosing a companion for life. It was don’t believe there was one who had a each the strongest expression of sympathy. ed to make a flying leap. He and Esquire complaint, even in its worst stage, has clerks. Every thing for the use of the bank
When all was over—when the last Wilkins engaged in a grand speculation,
is made on its own premises ; and the printing
ell that he quite forgot to look for gra kinder heart, or more sweet and gentle
re
rafter had fallen in, and the last blaze had which turned out to be a grand humbug, <been immediately alleviated, and speedily of its notes is a large item. A note once rer¿cc"mplísl,ell1ss of mind or person, for the young
cured, by the following simple remedy :— turned to the bank is never re-issued, but is
manners.
Though while her features flickered out, Frank turned aWay with a
and plunged them both in irretrievable Mix a pennyworth of pounded camphor filed away, and at the end of ten years is
,IHy was scantily endowed. But then she were at rest, you would not say she was
D. APPETÌ
heavy heart, and went towards the grove, ruin. Had Ashton resembled Frank, his
od ‘ ten thousand charms’ in the shape of handsome, but when they were lighted up
with a wine glass full of brandy, pour a burnt. The workmen are busily at work
where
Mary
and
the
children
were
waiting.
r~
j-”...
ruin might not have been irretrievable ; ¡small quantity on a lump of sugar, and al every day of the year, save Sunday, in print
(. >odJ* round
dollars,
and
that
was
enough
with
thought
and
feeling.
\ as they
always
i .
ir
4.1
• , — ----------------------------- &*•*■“■
Hwy always
‘ Well Mary,’ said he, ‘ what are we to but in the day of prosperity he had cared ’
WUUiu acKuowilow it to dissolve in the mouth every hour. ing notes. At the annual burning, two days
fcr Ashton.
Asnton. He was the richest young were in conversation, you would
acknowl- do ?’
for no one, and now ip his adversity no The third or the fourth generally enables are required, with a large fire, to destroy the
t m m the village, and that was enough edge there was beauty there—and of the
‘Do?’ replied his wife, ‘ let us kneel
old notes; and it employs two men constant
one cared for him.
the patient to swallow with eas$.
ly in feeding the fires.
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disregarded or misapprehended by you. mi.. ! oihers who
POLITICAL
mail articles
country and to his party. But, in repeated
Resolve sets forth “ that the honor and intelcr01 h’8101^
explanations which passed between the two
FOREIGN NEWS
est of this State demand, that a sufficient milt daiuaw 1 .
[From the Portland Advertiser.]
Senators, Mr. Clay disclaimed all such pur FIRE AND GREAT LOSS OF
tary force be forthwith stationed at the Aroo' •' plot only
nn V
ARRIVAL OF THE COLUMBIA.
TO
THE
11
ON.
J.
FAIRFIELD.
pose, and resisted what he considered as mis
took river, west of the boundary line of th time Pald 1
LIFE IN SYRACUSE, N.Y.
'
quirernent,
representations
(though
unintentional
ones
of
State, as established by the Treaty of
Monday, Aug. 16. In the Senate, the Veto
NUMBER III.
Fifteen Days Later from Europe.
We have received this morning an extra
casesoxorb
The steam ship Columbia, Capt. Judkins, ar Message was ordered to be printed, and the course) of most of the points he had |,aken.
Sir—It is now generally conceded by all and on the River St. John, at such points»'
from
the
office
of
the
Syracuse
Journal,
which
Mr.
Rives
concluded
by
expressing
the
we have 0,t
further
consideration
of
it
postponed
to
Tues

may
be
best
adapted
to
the
object,
to
prevent
rived at the Steamboat Wharf in East Boston
furnishes the following distressing intelli- iintelligent men who are acquainted with the further depredations on the public lands, an 500 were p?
at six o’clock Thursday morning, in a pas day at 12 o’clock. On its being read, slight earnest hope that no new bill be brought in, gence.—Portland Advertiser.
facts,
that
the
first
movement
made
by
you
i
sage of fourteen days and eighteen hours from expressions both of approbation and dis but that the question would be referred over
1 and your Land Agent, in pursuance of the to protect and to preserve the timber and otli
picaouiv, proceeded ...................
- which to the people.
If however, such a bill should
Our village was visited Friday night with j Resolve of Jan. 24th, 1839, for the protec- er lumber already cut there by trespassers
pleasure,
from the galleries,
Liverpool.
.
.
•
i
•. __ i ¡»a tho hncmnw
which the Ji Kesolve 01‘’aH‘
’ 1
’
>
.
The steamer Britannia arrived in Liverpool produced quits an excitement in the bosoms 1 be reported as he could conscientiously sup- one of the most dreadful scenes About
half tion of the timber of the State, was hasty, in- and to prevent its removal within the limh
annals of our State can reveal. /1UUUI
i.----- ---linn
___
at seven o’clock on the evening of July 29, in of certain Senators. Mr. Benton especially port, it should have his vote.
considerate and
badly ,1digested,I „nJ
and, CA
so tor
far n«
as ofthe State.
borfor.whK
Mr. Clay rejoined in a second speech, past nine o’clock the alarm of fire was given, 1the ostensible object in view was concerned
twelve days six hours from Boston, and nine was deeply moved ; be said he had come
“ Resolved, That the sum ol eight hundred was paid w
prepared
to
witness
such
a
scene
from
“
Bank
(
(which
became
unusually
impassioned
toward
which
proved
to
be
in
the
Carpenter
’
s
Shop
days eighteen hours from Halifax. This is
as the result shows, was a perfectly abortive thousand dollars be, and the same hereby jj
j the close,) and in which he warmly repelled of E. T. Hayden, or C. Goings, on the Oswe- :
while PreI
the shortest passage which has been made by bullies ” and “ Bank ruffians.”
measure.
appropriated for the purpose of enabling ^ aud
booms,
The
hissing
was
so
slight
that
Mr.
Rives
tbe
imputation
of
having
attacked
the
Brest
go
Canal.
Our
citizens
repaired
to
the
spot,
either of the Conard steamers, or any other
The force employed was denominated a Executive to carry out the purpose of tbi
from the United States to Great Britain. The and other Senators did not hear it, and it , dent, cr charged him with treachery. Head- together with our three fire engine compa civil posse, “armed or unarmed,” as the nature foregoing Resolve, and the Resolve ofJanua- * ¡mt more U
lered they
Britannia conveyed the news of the decision turned out after all that the disturbance pro- i verted to their long personal friendship, de- jnies. In the course of halt an hour an Ex of the service in which they were engaged ry 24th, 1839—and that the Governor be aiij hands,
such
elated it to be unimpaired hy what had trans- plosion of gun powder took place, which, might require,and were either a military force
of the New York Court in the case of Mc ceeded principally from a drunken fellow.
.
1-11
.1 .
i Hired and his desire for its long continuance ; .most melancholy to relate, sent instantane under the Land Agent, or a posse, collected he hereby is authorized with the advice aud dollars a tn
Leod. The decision was received coolly, us
consent of the Council to draw his warram touW have
In the House., the Census bill passed to a JJut a’lvefted t0 a rurnor of tbe existence of (
some thirty of our fellow citizens into
not material to the ultimate issue of the case, third reading, and the Navy Pension Bill was < 1 ® ain cM wbicb claimed to be the Pres- ously
.another world ! We have no time to describe to aid Sheriff' Strickland arresting the tres for the same from time to time, as it tnay be a month, w
but the reasoning of the judge is criticised Ij received from the
ami who sur- ,the horrible scene, immediately after the ex passers found depredating on the territory of needed forthat purpose.”
give30dol
with freedom in some of the papers.
| | al. After winch the Banktupt bill was taken
[Approved February 20th, 1839,]
nded and s£ ht
ide bim >as a s01t plosion. The building which was on fire, the State. As secrecy and despatch were
cut roads a
The bustle of the late election had subspl- ,lupin committee, and dl!c^s^
aimed
at,
that
each
of
the
lumbering
parties
.^,e.at! of seCond Kitchen Cabinet—whose object was blown into atoms, and the buildings east
Tl is Resolve authorizes the employmeJ men were I
ed. The result gives a clear conservative ,(ability by Mr. Sergeant of 1 ?’aile!Phia
that
were
trespassing
on
the
public
lands
j was the djsgohjtion of the Whig parly, the and
.
west were shattered by the concussion
of a military force on the Aroostook and St joyinent a
majority of over eighty members. Some one of his conc.se and
! dissolution of Congress, and a change in the , and flying timbers. About thirty firemen and might be seized and broken up in detail, the Johns river to carry into effect the object h month, was
conjectural statements of the composition of tn its favor, and by Mt. Howaid of Michigan (
magnitude of the force for such an object de
ihe affai|.s of tbe country,
pay twice t
the expected cabinet were published, but it and Mr. James of Pennsylvania on the sa»1« i T{ question vvas lben taken anew upon others near the fire were instantly killed, be feated its own purpose ; for the news of the view, which is the protection of the
and
to idly
ing
thrown
in
all
directions
—
into
the
canal,
lands,
and
to
carry
into
effect
the
Resolve
0
f
does not appear that any of them proceed side. Mr. Barnard then gave notice that th&|
bank bil|> and, decided’ by
preparations that were making went far afour or five entirely across the canal—and head of the celerity of the movement, and January 24th, for the protection of the tim, what the 1
from any authority.
next day Ire should move that all debate on yeas and nays. Yeas 25, nays 24.
¡minble leis
among them some of our most respectable
The time was not fixed for the assembling the bill should cease at 12 o’clock.
gave ample notice to these gangs of plunder ber from depredation, This last Resolve
[Mr. Clayton voted-with the minority.]
citizens and, we are sorry to add, including ers to retire; and the first we heard from February 20th, transfers the power from tb8 auy lucklei
of the new Parliament. The writs were re
There not being the constitutional majori about a half ilozen of our most promising that quarter was the fact that the borderers Land Agent, to the Executive, and in ter™ preach the
turnable Aug. 19, but the day of meeting
Tuesday, Aug. 17. In the Senate, the
would be announced by proclamation which Lafid bill was partially discussed ; the oppo ty of two thirds in favor of the bill, which Young Men. The groans of the «lying, the on the British side of the line had armed expressly changes the service from a civiltoj | do not w
would be requisite to entitle it to be sent to frantic screams of wives and children, broth themselves from the public depot at Wood- military service and the appropriation naitir. dealings w
was not yet issued. Consequently all ar sition are fighting against time.
the House of Representatives for the like ers and sisters, who had lost their dearest stock, and the arrest and transportation of the ally and necessarily follows the nature ol the for all io r
rangements in relation to a new ministry
In the House, the Bankrupt Bill wajs laid concurrence there, the bill remains finally re earthly friends—the killed and wounded car Hon. Rufus McIntire on a sled to Frederick- service for which it was made. For what rendered,
were undetermined. There was considera
ried from the scene to their homes—altogeth ton. A few men to have gone quietly to the reason, then, was the civil posse retained ai,j generous f
ble discussion in some of the papers, of the on the table, by a vote of 110 yeas to 97 nays.;jected.
Several memorials were presented, asking j| The Senate then, after an exhausting ses er presented a sight to melt the strongest scene of depredation, armed with the author the State subjected to the enormous’¡mj and a dou
question whether the late speaker should be
must rem
a committee
heart.
re-elected—some ofthe Tory papers being that
..........................
. be appointed to gather facts •sion of seven hours, adjourned.
ity of the State, without the noise and pomp disgraceful expenditures which followed?
drawn ft’
Our whole village is in mourning and dis of preparation and a train of artillery, wauld
The
public
have
yet
to
learn
upon
what
ly opposed to tuts
this policy, which
which uu
howrevision
lanti
at the
strongly
»»-i| previous to
iu a ic
»»wu of the ---------The House was engaged in amending the tress. The stores this morning still remain
They mus
r„.
1,0^1
ever seemed to be received withl some favor
next session.
unquestionably have found these trespassers, grounds you would justify the employment
Fortification bill.
closed. Such scenes as we have witnessed engaged in their lumbering operations, and of seven hundred and fifty men tn the civil extravagat
by a portion ofthe party.
A Bill was reported, making an appropnwithin the last twelve hours, may Heaven for arrested, removed or dispersed them with posse, when thousands ofthe militia oftb their Go vi
’¡on to pay the monies due to
io contractors,
* Lord John Russell, July 22. published an I1 n««tion
Friday, Aug. 20. In the Senate, the bill
matter, th:
address to the electors of the City of London i etc. for carrying the mail,which was referred to revive and extend the charters of the banks bid our ever seeing again.
out resistance.—But it was the military char State were ordered to aid the Land Agent, affairs.
We understand windows were broken by
giving a review of the measures of the late to the Committee of the Whole on the State ofthe District of Columbia, as amended by
acter of the movement, the warlike demon and to repel actual and threatened invasion
the explosion, as far as Salina. The noise
of the Union.
administration.
the House of Representatives, was taken up was very plainly heard at DeWitt, four miles strations, that could not be kept secret, that of the territory of the State. VERITAS, ;
H1C
The Morning Chronicle states the result of
roused up a spirit of resistance, and united
We ha’
Wednesday, Aug. 18. The Senate Cham and the amendments of the House were con- east. The number of kegs of powder, which not only the trespassers but the inhabitants
the elections as follows:
35,000 DAYS LABOR MISSING!!
• curred in by a vote of 24 to 14.
highly int
. exploded, were about twenty-five.
The result, entering the double return for ber was attain crowded in the expectation of
along the whole line, who made common
The Land bill was taken up, and a great’
On the 5th June we published a speechol stock (N.
When
we
are
brought
to
the
reflection,
that
hearing
Mr.
Clay
’
s
speech
on
the
Veto
Mes

Thetford on both sides, and deducting one :
cause with the trespassing lumbermen, but jMr. Morse of Bath, made in the Legislature comes fro
number
of
amendments
were
proposed,
disfrom the total number for Ireland, owing to sage ; btit the public were again disappointed.’ cussed and rejected. After a session of eleveni all this distress has been brought upon us by with whom otherwise, they would have had j
last winter, in which he reviewed some of puted ten
the hand of an incendiary—a devil in human
Mr. Berrien, when the subject came up,
Mr. O’Connell’s election for the counties of
( the posse accounts. No attempt whatevetl Major Ge
shape—we are disgusted and sick at heart, no interest and no sympathy.
rose and said, he was constrained by a sensej hours, at 9 o’clock the Senate adjourned.
Cork and Meath, stands thus :
If your object really had been to take mil- jhas been made to refute anything he assert] B., Comn
In the House, the Fortification Bill passedI for poor human nature.
Reformers Tories of duty to move the postponement of this’
itary possession of the territory, although the (ed, nor have we seen anything like anexph- companie
The alarm that powder was in the build166
to day with the amendments of the Senate ini
subject till to morrow, at 12 o’clock.
176
English Boroughs
force employed was called a civil force, and nation, though the -matters therein contained arrived al
The motion was carried, yeas 29, nays 21.• part, and additional amendments. The Bill,, ing, was given, but with such a want of en137
22
English Counties
to make a military demonstration of the povv- are ofthe utmost importance. Wefeartbese diately to
,
ergy
as
to
border
on
criminality.
Many
sup

22
The
House
amendment
to
the
Bankrupt
L
should
it
become
a
law
as
it
doubtless
will,
31
Scotland
, er of Maine in protecting her rights and her 'things have not received so much attention
We are
43
posed,
also,
that
it
was
the
mere
trick
of
the
Bill,
postponing
the
day
for
the
commence

will
appropriate
nearly
two
millions
of
dol

59
Ireland
territory, it was as abortive as a rnillitary as they deserve, and therefore re-publisb an tion to lit
ment of its operation till the first day of Feb lars for the defences of the country. An ap incendiary,
movement,
as
it
proved
to
be
as
a
civil
affair,
368
propriation of $25,000 is made for Maine to
Funeral Services were to be held at the for it appears by your message addressed to extract, for which we bespeak candid alien, neighbor!
288
ruary was taken up.
Total
tion. Let out political opponents read ii- sequence
Mr. Buchanan opposed the amendment, be expended in the purchase of a site and the several Churches on the next day, (Sunday,)
The terms bn which affairs were settled
the Legislature on the 15th of Feb., that the
between the great powers and Turkey seems and thought his friend from Mississippi rath erection of barracks at the mouth of the Pe and the remains of the killed were to be whole force was then at Township No. 10, those of them that mean to do right, and say party of <
conveyed to such houses of public worship on the Aroostook, fortified and anticipating whether they can justify this extravaguncejl ed that ll
to be ascertained. The following document er soft, in consenting to the measure to post nobscot.
not peculation. Let them read and judgefot the old b
pone. The Bill perhaps would be repealed
The most important action of the day has as their friends might select.
is published by the Augsburg Gazette.
an attack, near the line to which the British themselves.—-Kennebec Journal.
a space (
The following protocol of the Conference in the early part of next session of Congress, been in reference to a new Bank Bill report
claim, in the neighborhood of the Aroostook
marking
and no one receive the benefit of the meas ed by the Committee on the Currency. A
Miss Rogers. The brutal murder of this settlements, which Sheriff Strickland had
was signed July 10, 1841.
But, sir, there is another chapter or two in The ang
correspondent of the Portland Advertiser young woman has at last aroused something gone express to Augusta in pursuit of. Such this strange story that ought to excite still
‘•As the difficulties in which his Highness ure.
line is sa
Mr. Calhoun said he did not concur in the gives the following brief outline of a plan of like a proper feeling in New-York. Five
the Sultan was involved, and which induced
to this time and to this point was the result more the interest of every tax payer in tltt
! hundred dollars reward have been offered by of the military movement as a military dem State. The whole number of days’ laboral l sive clea
him to accept the aid and support of the four remarks of the Senator from Pennsylvania, this Institution :
The name of the Institution will be “ The ;a committee of citizens for a discovery of the onstration ; the Land Agent seized anti Sher lowed and paid for by Mr. McIntire for tbe back set.
Powers, are terminated ; and as Mehemet that any effort would be made to repeal the
eluded
murderers, and efforts are making to increase
has fulfilled the act of submission to the bill. At the first going off, the measure FFiscal Corporation of the United States.”
iff' Strickland streaming through the State on urotection of timber on the disputed territory,I heard of
The object, the collection, disbursement, it to one thousand dollars. The city author
Sultan, which the convention of July aimed would be very popular. In the end it would
since January 1839, was eighty-four thoc] one hun
express
to
Augusta
for
reinforcements.
Then
at, so have the representatives of the powers be very unpopular, and blow the party in and better security of the Public Money, and ities have as yet offered nothing. It is one it was in consequence of your first blunder SAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY-EIGK
signers of that treaty, thought fit to recog power to fragments, and sky high. The the Regulation of Foreign and Domestic Ex of the most singular incidents of the whole ing, inconsiderate and ill digested move —this too in less than two years. Wlientif have bet
ed in thi
mystery that not an individual has appeared
nize and consecrate the old usages of the party in power were a new party, and were change.
ment,that the affair assumed a threatening and consider the nature of the duty, and then out that
The power of the Bank will be to deal ex who saw aught of her after she left her moth
Ottoman Porte for preventing armed ships taking every measure for self-destruction, and
mount
of
labor
performed,
the
number
of'
serious aspect—and became identified with
can Sub
clusively in Foreign Exchange ; and in the er’s house—although her route to Mrs. Down
of war to enter the straits of the Dardanelles going down as fast as they could.
days service seems extravagantly large. Tht
degree (
Mr.Clay said, “Surely the Senator over Domestic Exchanges of the country, by Bills ing’s, whither she was going, lay through the dispute respecting the North Eastern simple duty ofthe posse was to protect Ik
and Bosphorus. To give u common and
Boundary and the action and position of
permanent sanction to this, and at the same the way could not object to this, or their of Exchange made in one State or Territo some of the most frequented streets in the
timber against trespassers. The mode cliu
Maine
upon
the
subject.
The
Legislature
The
city. Very likely the poor girl never crossed
time, to give a mark of the harmony and ti being blown sky high. As he never expects ry, and payable in another.
sen by the Land Agent to accomplish tbisoll
The means of the Bank will be a Capital to Hoboken, but was inveigled away soon and the people of the State became excited, ject was to guard the two principal streara] observe,
nny which guides the intentions of the Pow to get to the skies, I suppose we wont have
and were full of zeal and enthusiasm to sus
ed resij
ers, it is agreed to guarantee this and to get the pleasure of his company. In regard to of $21,000,000, with power to increase it to after she left her mother’s door, to some den tain the rights, honor and dignity ofthe Slate, the Aroostook and Fish Rivers, by wliid
give no
the Sultan to invite France to join therein. the Senator from Georgia, who has been $35,000,000—of the $21,000,000, fourteen in the city, and after her death was thrown which by your blunders and mismanagement trespassers can take limber from our lerritotj
the Cal
As this agreement is intended to give Eu kind enough to characterize me as the devil, millions are to be owned by subscribers, and into the river. The Tattler says :—“ If once were thus recklessly exposed and put in jeop- and convey it to market. This wasdonebf
sume, g
a single trace of her is discovered, the officers
rope a pledge <d the unity of the four Pow I beg leave to say that if I am the devil, the seven millions by the United States.
throwing booms across those rivers to secure
The mother Bank will be established at will follow it up, and we think we may safe ardy.—Although the ostensible object was and control every thing turned in for passage vice, an
ers, the British foreign secretary has under Senator from Georgia belongs to me. and I
still to protect the timber from depredation,
taken, in concert with the other plenipoten certainly wont own him 1” (Great laughter.) Washington, with power to establish agencies ly say, that if they once only hear of her alive and as yet you were not authorized to estab do wn. The constructing of these two boo® kindly;
constitu
Mr. Allen, after denouncing the principles in any State or Territory, with the consent of after she left her mother’s house, a discovery
tiaries, to communicate them to the F rench
lish and maintain a military force on what opening roads, building bridges, and prepif.) we do i
government, and to take part in the arrange of the Bill and commenting upon them at the Secretary of the Treasury—or the Sec will inevitably follow of the inhuman mur
ing
quarters
was
the
labor
performed,
ft
was called the disputed territory—the posse
any gr<
ments, by which the Sultan declares his de length, moved that the Bill be postponed until retary of the Treasury, himself, may establish derers.”
Aroostook boom is over 1300 feet long, wiil
Suspicion seems to be centering upon the was reinforced, and Charles Jarvis, Esq. was six or seven piers, and is the greatest pieceof approvi
termination to uphold the said rule, the five the first Monday in February. The vote such agencies.
appointed to lead on the expedition as provi
which i
Powers on their side making known their stood, ayes 23, noes 23.
The agencies having power to deal in Bills man to whom she was engaged to be mar
work yet accomplished there. The num«
Preside
The amendment of the House was then of Exchange, may use them in effect as Bills ried. Some of the New-York papers say he sional Land Agent, and to command the civ of days labor allowed in the construction tl
resolution to respect it.”
matter,
The war in Candia seems to have been concurred in. and Mr. Walker moved an ad to be discounted. A Bill of Exchange pur should be arrested. He went before the au il posse, which with the reinforcement a- this boom, was according to the report'd
idem m
brought nearly to a close, by the submission journment, which was carried.
chased at Washington, may be made payable thorities who. were investigating the affair, mounted to 750 “ chosen men.”
What was the purpose of this large rein Capt. Parrot, the superintendent,, 2i’44i.1b| of his (
By an extraordinary and fortunate resolu- in
■ New-York ninety days after date, and the and made a voluntary confession of all he
of the Greeks* to the Capitan Pacha. Thei
boom
at
the
mouth
,of
Fish
River
was
noli
gation
Pacha refused the offered mediation of the! tion, the Bankrupt Bill has been saved, and redemption of the first Bill made payable by knew, (as he said) of Mary’s absence. He forcement and employment of such a force work of so much labor, and no special rep'
fashion
■ was placed under the command of the was made respecting it; but allow the saiR
commander of a British ship of war. He harmony restored among the whigs.
the purchase of another at the end of ninety boarded with her mother. Some friends of as
Provisional Land Agent ? Was it or not to
upon a
the
family
were
opposed
to
the
match
—
be

had received orders from the Sultan to accept
days.
As soon as the House met today, Mr. Gam- ’
amount of labor that was allowed for the .1
Preside
nothing but the unconditional submission of hie’moved a reconsideration of the vote lay
Nothing is said of the assent or dissent of cause he was a dissipated man. He may repel an actual or threatened invasion of a roostook boom, and we have ontheconsW
than w
the Greeks, but to treat them with leniency ing the Bankrupt Bill on the table.
States in the Bill. The agencies will be es have been engaged in the nefarious deed— portion ofthe State ? If there was no actual tion of booms 3289 days labor. The numbe
sy, to
but we should not infer any thing of the kind, or threatened invasion, why did you send a of days labor on roads and bridges built m
in case of their laying down their arms, and
The House was called and all the members tablished without asking the power.
which
The power of local discounts so much ob from his narration—excepting that when her reinforcement of six hundred additional men der the superintendence of Mr. Jarvis».
exuelling their foreign auxiliaries.
brought, together.
to increase the civil posse? If the Land Afor eve
The ex-Q’ieeh Christina of Spain has ad
Mr. Cave Johnson moved to lay the mo jected to by the President, will not be allow body was found and reported to him, he did gent required additional aid to enable him to not fully given in his report, as a part of ll
Depart
dressed to the Spanish nation a protest a- tion to reconsider on the table—lost,92 to 112. ed and the term “ Corporation ” instead of not go near it—although for two days before,
carry into effect the Resolve of the 24th of labor was done by contract; but if that ptf
by
his
own
confession,
he
had
been
wander

gainst the act of the Cortez divesling her of
Bank
is
used
in
all
parts
of
the
Bill.
The vole laying the Bill on the table was
of the road built by contract cost no w
The
The Committee rose and reported progress ing up and down in search of her. The January, was it wisdom, was it prudence «to than that built by the day, there was on w
the guardianship of the young Queen. It reconsidered—yeas 105, nays 98.
augment the civil posse, to such an enormous
Boston
“
murder
will
out,
”
or
it
will
be
strange
in

was enclosed in an energetic letter addressed
on
the
bill.
The question recurring on Mr. Under
and
bridges
short
of
20,000
days
labotil
extent,when you felt justified in calling out the
attemp
deed.— Argus.
to Espartero, the Regent.
wood’s motion to lay the bill on the table, it
militia to aid and sustain the Laud Agent? keep entirely outside, call it 21,000. WehaH
a gang
A new Ministry has been established by was decided in the negative, yeas 89, nays 112.
Saturday, Aug. 21. In the Senate, a
no
data
before
us
by
which
to
ascertain
i
tranqu
The Transcript of last evening says Morse If the circumstances were such as to justify
King Otho, of Greece, consisting exclusively
The amendment of Mr. Clifford, providing joint resolution offered by Mr. Tappan, fix
amount of time spent in the preparation (
discon
of native Greeks, at the head of which is that nothing in this act contained be construed ing the 30th inst. for the adjournment of the supposed murderer of Miss Rogers, was the intervention of the militia, why did you quarters, but as there were only two station
instrui
Prince Mavrocordato. The composition of to alter or repeal any State law for the relief Congress, was twice read. The Fortification traced to Holden in consequence of letters subject the State to an additional expense of and the buildings rough, log structures,mat
two hundred thousand dollars to maintain the
to the
the Cabinet is as follows : —
of insolvent debtors, or to alter or repeal any bill was reported by the Committee on Milita having been put in the Post Office directed to
parties
Mavrocordato, President of the Council, such law, exempting certain goods and chat ry Affairs, with a recommendation to concur him there. M. went to the Holden Post Office civil posse, when the militia were ordered out time could not have necessarily been cons
med in their erection. Allow 3000days,b
and p<
to aid the Land Agent ?
and Minister of the Interior.
tels from attachment, execution or distress, in some of the amendments of the House, but to get a letter and was arrested, the letter was
tainly
a
very
liberal
allowance,
and
we
ha*
Either the militia were not required at all
, office
Christides, Minister of Foreign Affairs.
not in that for the purchase of sites. A reso opened in his presence and found to be from
was then reconsidered and rejected.
or they should have relieved the civil posse, for the construction of roads, booms, bnog
disarn
Meuixa, Minister of War.
The amendment reported from the Com lution relative to the Oregon territory, in Daniel Payne, the intended husband of Miss
the m
Valeias, of Public Instruction and Reli mittee of the Whole, fixing February 1st as structing the Committee on Foreign Relations Rogers. In this letter Payne informed Morse and given such aid as would have enabled and quarters 28,289 days labor. After J
the Land Agent to carry the purpose of the booms and quarters were completed, will
But it
gious Affairs.
the day tor the bill to go into operation, was to report on the subject, both in reference to that he was suspected and advised him to Resolve into effect. If there was an actual could not have been before April or Nay|
guilty
disguise
himself
and
keep
out
of
the
way.
the
treaty
of
1818,
and
to
the
occupancy
of
Melas, of Justice.
concurred in.
be ho
or threatened invasion, to justify the employ 1839, it was necessary that a few niensboj
Kriesis, of Marine.
The Bankrupt Bill was finally passed—yeas the territory, was agreed to. The Distribu
be
permanently
stationed
at
the
Atoojtj
punis
The direction of the finances was to be 112, nays 106.
Morse is well known to have been a con ment of the militia, the whole civil posse
tion Bill was taken out of Committee, and
and
Fish
Rivers
to
guard
the
booms,and
f
should have been placed under military or
intrusted ad interim to Tisamenos.
The Bill passed precisely in the form in considered with reference to amendments stant patron of Anderson’s Cigar store, during ders and command or dismissed, and the State vent individuals from taking timber frorno
Do
A serious collision took place off Dover be which it came from the Senate, except that during the day.
the clerkship of Miss Rogers at the establish
under
tween the English ship John, bound to Bil- it is made to commence on the 1st of Febru
ment. He is classed as a genteel roue. Payne relieved from the expense of protecting her territory. Allow twenty men at each ’
The House resolved itself into Committee denies having seen him for two years, and territory from actual or threatened invasion. from April 1839, to January 1840, whw \
late I
hda, and the Dantzic brig Prosperata, of two ary instead of the 1st of November.
of the Whole on the slate of the Union—Mr. says he was not aware that he knew Miss You knew, or ought to have known, that all much larger number than could have «
city, I
hundred and thirty tons burden, on the night
Lawson of Georgia, in the Chair.
of the
the expenses incurred by the proper and jus profitably employed, and we have
of July 27, in consequence of which the lat
Rogers.
Thursday, Aug. 19. In the Senate, the
Mr. Sergeant then offered the amend
mone
ter vessel sunk in eighteen fathoms water, and Land Bill was debated until 12 o’clock, when
The Worcester Spy, of yesterday, says the tifiable employment of the militia, would be days labor. In the year 1840 the Me*
ernm
eight men, including the captain, were the hour arrived for the consideration of the ment to the Fiscal Corporation, of which he letter, received at Holden, was not written by refunded to the State by the General Gov the posse became very light, merely
gave notice yesterday. He said that this Payne, but the apprentice of Moore, and in ernment; and when the exigency arrived, Mr. McIntire told us in bis report laid be'
whicl
drowned.
veto message.
measure was intended to take the place of
publi
which justified your “ order to Major Gener us at ».he commencement of the present.
The Black wall railway was opened to the
Mr. Clay addressed the Senate in a very the Sub Treasury, which had been repealed formed him of the proceedings at the Police
public, to its final terminus at Fenchurch eloquent speech, in vindication of the bill,
office, and advised him to disguise himself, al Isaac Hodsdon to detach one thousand sion, that the force at Fish River bad been
street in London, on the 2d of August. This and particularly that in relation to the six and as the deposite act was also repealed, he by shaving off his whiskers, and changing his men, by draft or otherwise, properly officered duced to 14 men, and that at Fort hu\
La
railway, which is less than four miles in teenth or compromise section, against which thought it was imperative upon members to hat, and especially not to wear his ‘ Prince and equipped,” the civil department should to 8. Even this number was tinnecessa >
Capi
pass
it,
as
it
was
the
best
plan
which
had
large,
and
has
been
reduced
still
lo
ffet
l
length, cost a million of pounds sterling, or the objections of the President were expres
Albert coat.’ It also advised him to take him have been relieved, and the whole subsequent
with
been proposed or adopted, since the United self out of the way.
expense of the expedition should have been the present Land Agent. But alow •
over a million of dollars a mile. It conveyed sed with peculiar emphasis.
Cant
States Bank had been given up, for the safe
transferred to the military department to number for the year 1840, and we lia/ .
in the first year from its opening, between
the 2
After an examination of the several posi keeping, transfer and disbursement of the
two and three millions of passengers, without tions taken in the Message, and replying to
The Murder of Miss Rogers. Morse which it properly belonged, and the Slate addition of 8,030 days. The most ol H
as w
injury to any*one.—Boston Daily Advertiser. the President’s objections, Mr. Clay adverted public revenue. He then went into a history not now supposed to be the Murderer. Strange would then have had a claim on the General estimates are facts taken from the repoi '
the t
of our position previous to, during, and after and various as were the circumstances tend Government for the whole expenses of the the Land Agent and his deputies, and
days
to the fact that some of his friends around the late war with Great Britain, in our rela
these
reports
do
not
contain
tb
e
n
®
c
ing to implicate Morse in the murder of Miss expedition,.except the first appropriation of
was1
The Disaster of the Erie. The Com him were engaged in the preparation of a tions with Banks.
facts,
liberal
estimates
have
been
mM
e
Rogers, subsequent developments seem to ten thousand dollars which the Legislature
cutta
mercial Advertiser and the Republican give new bill, and, without pledging himself to
Mr. Wise said he must acknowledge that show that he had nothing to do with it. Al deemed ample to enable the Land Agent to such information as they do containnoni
some further particulars and additional names! any course respecting it until he should see he was unprepared to speak on this subject,
carry into effect the Resolve of January 24th, calculation which 1 have gone?verj>
neigl
of persons lost. The number of Swiss pas its precise form, he expressed his hope that and he could not see how any one could be though discharged from the complaint against so far as the employment of a civil posse was forty-seven' thousand foi^hundrtd^ Jwere
sengers shipped by Messrs. Parsons & Co. they would go on, and render it as perfect as prepared, unless they would take the remarks him for the murder of Miss Rogers, he is still
days labor ofthe civil Posse’
of(p
in th
was ascertained not to be less than one hun possible. And he concluded with congratu- of the gentleman from Pennsylvania as the detained in prison until he can procure un concerned. The whole character of the ser nine
organization
to
the
commencement
questionable bail for the sum of $1000, to vice was changed from a civil to a military
awe
lating the country on the many important basis of their votes.
dred and thirty.
bu <
answer the complaint against him for mal expedition, and the force which the exigency present year, and I have no
t
The loss of property in the boat was heavy. measures which had been carried through
Mr.
Twybel
obtained
the
floor,
when
the
required was a military force, and the expen which has been done by this
rl «1 pi »1
♦ II o »Aimcnnt ovtl'H GDQQlAn • •
treating his wife.—A*. Y. Journal oj Com.
wen
Houses during
the present extra session ; Committee rose and the House adjourned.
The merchandise on board is estimated at both U/AMC'nc
ditures should have been changed from the could have been done in a much le
nigh
$20,000, and the specie belonging to emi and expressing his liope that, if not now, at
A Graduate Burglar. We see it stated civil to the military service, according to the ber of days. But the whole number oi^,
bad
grants at $180,000, and the boat $75,000.— the regular session something might be done
very
Readfield Factory Burnt. We learn in a New-Hampshire paper that H. D. Town, actual exigency and service for which these service being nearly eighty-fiv^ ti ,■
to put the currency of the country on a sure
Boston Advertiser.
we
have
over
thirty-jive
thousand
w
expenditures
were
incurred.
And
the
subse

the
from the Augusta Banner that the large Man the robber of the Bank at Jacksonville, Ill., is
and solid, and satisfactory basis.
for
than
were
required.
How
.tm
j
had
Mr. Rives followed in a speech vindicating ufactory of Woolens in Readfield, an estab a native of Hanover in that State, and a few quent Resolve of February 20th, 1839, re
Winnepiseogee. The Portsmouth Jour
mount of useless time has been co
fui ì
nal says that this name'of one ol the most the course of the President, on which he lishment which made much business for years since graduated at Dartmouth College garded the existing exigency as demanding whether idled away, or credited to (f6j
timi
beautiful lakes in the world, signifies ‘ the passed the highest eulogiums. He seemed that town, was totally destroyed by fire on with distinguished honors. He subsequently an appropriation for military rather than civ
had no connection with the posse a
M
smile of the Great Spirit,’ and that the Indian inclined to treat Mr. Clay’s speech as ar. at Friday morning J3th inst. Loss not far from delivered an Oration before the Theological il expenditures. But the whole spirit and
' Society of the same institution.
purpose of that Resolve seems to have been never in the service ofthe Skate, 1
mode of jironouncing it is Win-ne-pe-sauk ey. tack on the President, for treachery to the $35,(X)0—no insurance,
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Boston Miscellany of litera
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LADIES’ FAIR.
TAXES.
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
ture and Fashion.
others who are better acquainted with the se KENNEBUNK GAZETTE
I
The
Ladies
of
the
First
Parish
Sunday
A correspondent of the Democrat is en- I| School Society, will hold a Fair on THURS
A Whig Convention, for Lincoln County,
cret history of this memorable affair to ex
J Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Magazine.
plain.
to “make capital” out of the tax DAY
,
SATURDAY, AUG. 28, 1841.
NEXT, September 2d, at the Town
was held at Wiscasset on the 18th inst. The deavoring
i
HE Subscribershave made arrangements
119 bouiiilar» ;» *
Not only was the amount of labor or rather
the avails of which will be devoted to
j
following gentlemen were, selected as candi- Ibills for the present year. A sore point this Hall,
to commence, in January next, the
time paid for beyond every reasonable re
promotion of Temperance.
Whig Nominations.
1
publication of a monthly magazine, under
dates for the support of the whigs of that for the “Democracy.” Who involved the the
quirement, but the wages paid were in many
The Fair will be open for exhibition and
in debt ?—who rendered necessary by the sale of refreshments from two to four o’ the above title.
eases exorbitantly high. In the first place
county at lhe election in September:—For State
i
FOR GOVERNOR.
From every quarter a high meed of Liteiatheir
reckless expenditures, the large State clock
<
we have 6,604 days service for which $19,P. M. At seven o’clock P. M. it will ry excellence has been grained to New-Eng
Senators,—William Thomas of Thomaston ;
500 were paid. The wages of this amount EWWA.it® KENT, of Bangor. Samuel Gray of Bowdoinham; Thaddeus tax which has this year been imposed be
| open for the sale of a variety of articles,— land. On every list of the names that stand
of labor ranged from two to ten dollars per
useful as well as ornamental,—manufactured
FOR SENATORS FOR YORK.
Weeks of Jefferson ; James Lowell of Lew upon the people ? Read the article in refer- iby the Ladies, and refreshments of various high in our country’s literature, those of her
day. Averaging about three dollars per day
ABRAHAM L. CAME, of Buxton.
sons stand highest. Their ranks are numer
1
and found. We next have 4,288 days for
iston. For County Treasurer,—Edward ence to the management of Mr. Fairfield’s kinds.
Admittance six and a quarter cents. ous and strong, and they are looked upon
JOHN HUBBARD, of Acton.
which $6,193 were paid. The amount of la
JOSEPH FROST, of Eliot.
(jÿ-The articles will be offered at very for the most efficient support of the literary
Dana of Wiscasset. For Registers of Deeds, Land Agent in another part of to-day’s paper,
1,16 Slim Ot („¡(.J
bor for which one dollar per day and found
and a solution to this question will be found. low
]
prices, with the hope that they will meet periodicals in ail parts of the country. 1 hat
—
J.
H.
Thompson,
Western
District
;
Elisha
FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS.
was paid was 20,197 days. For a short time
with
a ready sale.
Under
the
administration
of
Gov.
Fairfield
they should be obliged to turn abroad for the
McKenney, Middle ; Willard Fates, Eastern.
while preparing quarters, building bridges
JOHN U. GRANT, of Alfred.
The patronage of the temperance commu means of communicating with the world, is
.
.,hB l»"l«' aud booms, a few axemen were necessary ;
A series of spirited resolutions was adopted. has the State been embarrassed, lhe Treasury nity is respectfully solicited.
indeed unworthy of New-England ; as if her
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
but more than three quarters the service ren
The Bath Telegraph says “ the Convention drained, and the people subjected to “exces- 1 Persons wishing to make contributions will sons and daughters either could not or would
,.?a'heG»’«4 dered there might have been done by green
DAVID OTIS, of Limington.
,
send them to the Town Hall on Wed not appreciate the value of those, who
was very fully attended—all the towns be sive taxation.” The same John Fairfield is please
hands, such as usually labor for from 10 to 15
next, between the hours of two and grown up among them and of them.
again a candidate for election to the office of nesday
;
Ihis
ing
represented
but
four.
The
Convention
dollars a month. When good farming hands
■ " 10 ilraw I,j,
four
P. M. Refreshments to be sent on Thurs- has long been felt to be a deficiency and
THE ELECTION!
Governor.
Are
the
people
so
well
satisfied
,
"“’’“"».««J could have been obtained for 12 and 15 dollars
separated
with
the
most
harmonious
feeling.
. Fail field and da.V; between the hours ol9 and 11 A. M.
The election of State and County officers
an evil; and it is with a view to fill this
with the management of Gov.......... —---i pose,”
! a month, was it necessary for the Slate to
Kennebunk, Aug. 28, 1841.
Old Lincoln is ready!”
void in our national literature, that encouraged
'ebrunry
give 30 dollars per month for men to bush occurs on Monday, the 13th day oj September>
his political friends as to wish fora renewal
A Whig Convention was held at Dennysby those best able to judge of our wants and
—
a
fortnight
only
from
next
Monday
!
Are
out
roads
and
clear
away
stumps
?
While
of the same operations ? Do they wish the (^POLITICAL MEETING.^ our ability, without any desire to produce a
,,hor™s1119 M
men were laboring at various kinds of em the whigs of Maine ready for the contest ? ville, on the 12th inst. for the purpose of
11,9 Arons«
ployment at twelve and fifteen dollars per Are they thoroughly organized ? Have they nominating a candidate for Senator lor the State to be crippled and embarrassed by an i The Whigs of Kennebunk are invited to sectional work or to encourage sectional feel
'J'11'1»9»««.,
enormous debt ? Is money so plenty with meet at the TOWN HALL, in this village, ings, we had determined to establish the Mis
month, was it good economy for the State to
'«.prolwiionot 0«; pay twice that sum for men to labor on roads taken measures to have their whole strength eighth Senatorial distiict in this State. On them that they are careless whether their on Saturday, September 4th, at 4 o’clock, cellany.
' "iioefetihe |d
the first balloting, Noah Smith, Jr. of Calais,
We need only add, that we have not un
and to idly gaze on the booms, performing on the ground, at the opening of the polls ?
P. M. to select a candidate to be supported
'be proieeiion oft what the Land Agent calls guard duty, or to
dertaken this work lightly, or without the
received every vote but one and was accord taxes are heavy or light ?
for
Representative
to
the
Legislature,
and
for
The correspondent ol the Democrat is mis
l0"' Th» last Rs* ramble leisurely about the woods to see if The State is flooded with electioneering ingly nominated. George S. Smith of Ma
lhe transaction of any other business that intention of availing ourselves of all the re
sources so bountifully open. Every exertion
“s^aihe|»»e,h| any luckless trespasser had ventured to ap pamphlets, handbills, extra Arguses, etc. fill chias was nominated for Register of Deeds taken if he supposes the people are so short may come before them.
aExecuu,e|mi|.
will be made to call out, for the literary de
proach the neighborhood of the armed posse? ed with misrepresentations, with which the and County Treasurer. The Eastport Senti sighted as to censure Gov. Kent and his po
Per Order of Town Whig Committee.
7, SCT"«f«>.J 1 do not wish lhe State to be niggardly in her opposition are endeavoring to prejudice the
partment of the Miscellany, all the talent to
Kennebunk, Aug. 28.
litical friends for the heavy State Tax, which
which we have just alluded, and we have no
* .lb® nl,l,1‘°priatiohi dealings with those who serve her. I wish people against the National and Stale Ad nel, after announcing the results of the l?alevery intelligent voter well knows was ren
doubt that we have the sympathy of a large
iy follows the naiiitiii for all to receive the full value of the service
lotings,
etc.,
has
the
following
remarks
:
—
hymeneal
.
portion of the public in believing, that with
dered necessary by the mismanagement of
li was made, paf| rendered. But we cannot afford to be so ministrations? Are the Whigs applying the
“There cannot possibly have been any affiairs while Gov. Fairfield held the reins of
MARRIED—In Wells, on Sunday last, by such resources, this work may be made as in
,lieeiv‘> posse rei8iii(l| generous as to pay for service not rendered, antidote, wherever they find the poison has
change against the whigs in this State, for the
teresting, as useful, and as highly worthy the
t0 ll>e enonm and a double price for that which is. We been spread ? They have only to oppose
power. The administration that incurred Rev. Mr. Barron, Mr. Richard Littlefield, to favor of an enlightened public, as any simi
Miss Isabella Ross, both of this town.
inures which follo^j must remember that our means must be truth to falsehood, and “truth is mighty and citizens are sensible men, and will not
alter unless some reason for the alteration is the debt is certainly deserving of all lhe cen
In this town, 22d inst. Mr. Edward F. Mil lar one in the country.
yet 1« Iwai»', drawn from the pockets of our citizens.
, to Miss Harriet English.
The publishers take pleasure in announcing
1,1 I1'8''1? >h« •*. They must he taxed to meet the cost of this will prevail.” Are they improving every op shown them—and the most careful examina sure, and not that which is endeavoring to lard
In Dover, N. H. 12th ult. Mr. Edward D. Boylstion cannot discover any reason for choosing
11111 fifty men «
extravagance, and have a right to demand of portunity of talking with their neighbors, who whigs last year, which is not in full force prevent its further increase, by making pro ton, Jr. Editor of the Amherst Farmer’s Cabinet, that Nathan Hale, Jr., Esq. has consented
to take charge of the editorial department of
sands of the niil'niajf their Government the same economy in this support the opposition, concerning the politi now. The greatest unanimity prevails a- vision for the payment of the interest, the to Miss Mercy P. Perkins of D.
ldt0 «id lhe Land A» matter, that they would use in their private cal questions of the day, and showing them mongst us, as to the candidates, and all that current expenses of government and perhaps
In Skowhegan, Mr. Ephraim Wentworth of’ the work, a gentleman in whom they place
the most implicit confidence, as being quali
Limington, to Miss------ Canter of S.
“ and threatened
a flairs.
the fallacy and unreasonableness of the as is necessary to secure the result is, for every some of the principal.
fied in every way to perform lhe labors inci
’ the State. VERIljj
dent to such a station.
sertions of the opposition leaders ? Are they, voter to come up to the work. This State,
If the honest tax payers of Maine study
HIGHLY IMPORTANT.
OBITUARY
as the returns of the last election show, are
No pains or expense will be spared to make
We have only time to copy the following where little divisions exist, attempting to very nearly divided between the two parties, their own interest they will rally around
I LABOR NISW,
DIED —In Bangor, Francis Edward, son of the xMiscellany worthy of the public patron
highly interesting intelligence from the Wood- heal them, so as to insure full ranks and an and therefore every man’s vole and influence Edward Kent and triumphantly re-elect
Mr. Israel W. Bourne of Boston, aged 7 years age. Each number will contain a highly
ie we published a spe^ stock (N. B.) Telegraph. This intelligence
unbroken front on the day of trial ? If so— is important. Let lhe whigs go into the bat him to the station which he now occupies, and 7 months.
finished original steel engraving, for the exe
h, made in the Legii
comes from the immediate vicinity of the dis
tle determined to conquer, and determined to the duties of which are performed in a man
In York, 12th inst. Mr. Andrew Grover, aged cution of which the most skillful and emi
well.
Let
them
persevere
in
the
good
work
hich he revieweds®
puted territory. The same paper states that
sacrifice every personal preference to the good
64 years. His death was occasioned by falling nent artists in this country, as well as in Eu
nts. No attempt^
Major General Sir Jeremiah Dickson, K. C. and success will crown their labors» If not' of the Stale, and victory must crown their ner calculated to promote the best interests of from a loft of hay in the barn.
rope, will be engaged. Also a colored plate
o refute any thing hi 8
B., Commander of the Forces, and Staff, ac —“ now’s lhe day and now’s the hour.” Let efforts.
the State and deserving the warm approval
In North-Berwick, 17th inst. Asa Neal, son ol of lhe latest Paris and London Fashions,
seen anything like w
companied by Col. Bazalgatte, Q. M. G., had them begin to-day, and by their diligence for
Mr. Elijah Neal, aged 18 years.
“ On this matter of sacrifice of personal of the people.
obtained from the most authentic sources
ie-mattei’8 therein cw
arrived at Woodstock, and proceeded imme
' wishes to public policy, a lesson may be learnt
abroad. The latter will be accompanied by
the
ensuing
fortnight
endeavor
to
make
«P
. importance. Wefel
diately to Grand Falls.—Bangor Whig.
from our opponents, for in the midst of their
such descriptions and suggestions, from a
T
he Drought.
Every
green
thing,
al

for
any
past
deficiencies.
SHIP
NEWS
received so much ¡ue
We are desirous of drawing public atten
thousand vices the virtue of union shines
like source, as will make them, in the highest
and therefore re-pnW
Let no good Whig be contented with the conspicuous. The supporters of a bad cause (most including the trees of the forest, has KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 28, 1841
tion to lhe excitement that prevails in the
degree, intelligible and useful.
up. Cattle have had to be fed from the
I) we bespeak csndii
neighborhood of the Boundary Line, in con success which has already crowned the ef-’ united, are often a match for the lovers of dried
j
Each number will also contain two or more
or the dried up cornfields, to keep =
olitical opponents ltd
sequence of the proceedings of the American forts of the party, and so be inactive. Letf good, when torn by internal strife,—while if barns,
arrived.
(
pages of new and popular Music, for the
them
alive, and hay has risen from six to fif
»at mean to do iiglii,n(
party of exploration. We have been inform
Aug. 19—Sch. Grape, Wormwood, Boston.
those who really are in favor of measures
Piano Forte, Guitar, etc. which will be com
i) justify this extravajiu
ed that they are running a new line East of’ none suffer any trifling pique or disappoint which the public good requires, would be teen dollars per ton.
21— Sch. Acno, March, of Saco, from Bath.
posed or selected, and arranged expressly for
We
hope
yet
for
ample
rains
and
a
suffi

ment
to
render
him
cold
and
inactive.
Are
Let them read imijij.
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next. The work will be published on the
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e by contract; but>'
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force at F jsb
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I, John Emery of Shapleigh, in the
Later from Canton. The ship Oneida, times” at the west are encouraging to the
the petitioners, and those opposed to the
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men, a"d diatL
Capt. Swift, arrived last night from Canton whigs.
F
ire. A mill the property of Mr. David prayer of said petition. Said notice to be, by County of York, and State of Maine, yeoman,
Printed tickets for State and County nomi
bis number
with a full cargo of teas. The Oneida left
Standish, situate perhaps three fourths of a causing an attested copy of said petition and have this day given to my son, John Emery,
s been redu7Bi
Canton on the 26th of April, and Macao on
Locofoco Nominations. At a Conven nations can be obtained at this Office, on mile from this village, was entirely consum. of this order thereon, to be published three> Jr. his lime, and that 1 shall not«claim any of
Land Agent,
the 27th. Things remained in the same state tion for Penobscot, held at Orono on the 17th reasonable terms. Every town should be ed by fire on Saturday night last. It is not; weeks successively in lhe Kennebunk Ga his earnings nor pay any debts of his conyear 184».
as when the Akbar sailed. It was supposed
known how the fire caught, that we have as zette, a newspaper published in said County ;! trading after this date.
JOHN EMERY.
the trade would remain open about twenty inst. Amasa Stetson, Samuel H. Blake and supplied seasonably. Whig committees and certained.— Bath Telegraph.
by causing the town clerks of Berwick and
days longer, at which time Admiral Bremer Thomas C. Burleigh, for Senators ; Isaac C. voters should see to it.
South-Berwick, in said County, respectively, ... . S Joel Bean.
eX<lWs(i«
Fire in the Woods. The “ plains” be to be served with a like copy, and by posting Attest, jV0RY Thing.
was expected with the expedition from Cal Haynes for County Treasurer; Jefferson
(J^The new Bank bill passed the House tween this village and Brunswick have been up the same in three public places in each of
3vv
<1° l,ot I X
cutta, when the fleet, would probably go Chamberlain for Register of Deeds.
August 21.
es,imartf*
north to open offensive operations in the
by a very decided majority on Monday last.— burning for several days, we understand. The said towns of Berwick and South-Berwick.
ground was never dryer probably, and ex The first of said newspaper publications and Writing and ILetter Paper»
neighborhoo4of Pekin. The British fleet
« Going Ahead.” Mr. Colver, of Boston, There seemed to be little doubt at the date of tensive damage is feared.—ib.
were part at Hong Kong and part stationed
each of the other notices to be thirty days,
CASES, comprising every variety usually
in the river, above and below Canton, to over delivered a Temperance Address, at the first; the last advices, that the Land Bill would
enquired for, just received and for sale
Fire at New Orleans. On the 4th inst. at least, before said twenty-seventh day of
awe the Chinese.
bv the ream or smaller quantity, by
parish church in feaco, on Monday evening; pass the Senate.
six four story stores were destroyed by fire, September.
The foreigners were at the Factories, hut last. After which the temperance pledge
Attest,—HIRAM H. HOBBS, CM.
D. REMICH.
{j^’The next annual meeting of the York on the corner of Camp and Gravier streets.
went on board the ships in the river every
Copy of petition and order thereon—
Kennebunk, Aug. 21.
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¿done by
Attest,-HIRAM H. HOBBS, Clerk.
night for safety. The people were coming was circulated among the audience and 400 Baptist Association will be held at the Bap Mostly insured. Two firemen lost their lives.
back to Canton, but not very fast. Teas were names obtained.
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Green Curtain Paper.
tist meeting-house in Lyman, on Tuesday, 7th
In Nashville, Tenn., all taverns and grog
very scarce, and coming in slowly, and with
REEN PAPER, manufactured express
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of
September.
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and
Fluid,
by
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dozen
Dedication. The new Baptist Chapel in
shops were closed on the day of the recent
the exception of the Eben Preble, which
ly for Window Curtains—a very neat
or single bottle, lor sale by
election, and no liquors sold whatever. The
had a few chops on board, it was very doubt Saco, was dedicated, with appropriate reli
article—for sale by
D. REMICH.
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ninetyful
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for
some
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e required- *
gious services, on Thursday, last week.
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time. Silks were also exceedingly scarce.—
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thousand bankrupts in the United States.
Sermon by Rev. Mr. Colver of Boston.
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THOUGHTS.
They come when the sunlight
Is bright on the mountain ;
They come with the moonshine
Is white on the fountain ;
At morn and at even,
By minutes and by hours,
But not as they once were,
Of birds and of flowers.

They come when some token
Of past days will rise,
As a link to the present,
And then they bring sighs;
They come when some dreaming
Through hopes and through fears,
Rushes on to the future,
And then they bring tears.
They come when the sea-mist
O’er ocean is rife,
And they tell of the shadow
That hangs o’er life ;
They come when the storm
In thunder and gloom,
Spreads around, nnd they speak
Of the earth and the tomb.
They come when the ripple
Is low on the lake,
And the plover is nestling
By fountain or brake ;
And the twilight looks out
With a star on its breast,
And they whisper, that all
But themselves are at rest.

Both Ends cut off.
A few daysi Mew-EBglaMd
Haira- Couglis, Colds, and all dis
Brandreth’s Pills,
HE HUMAN HAIR.-WheTT^
sipce a jolly tar, who had just returned
factory.
eases of the JLniig$'v
VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
from a long cruise, employed a cartman riNHU subscriber continues to manufacture Trusses of
is observed to be growing thin 7 >
proved by the experience of thousands to can be more preposterous than then« °lh
HE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BAL
every descriplion, at his residence, at the old stand
known about the town as Dutch Yacub,
be,
when
properly
persevered
with,
a
certain
SAM is believed to be deservedly the most
264, No. 305, Washington St., Boston, (en
grease, or any fatty matter. Their00'151
to carry his baggage from on board the, opposite
trance in Temple Avenue—up stairs.) All individu
popular Medicine ever known in America, cure
for in every form of the Only One Disease,,
ship to a boarding house.
After every als can see him alone, at any time at the above place. coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, all having the same origin, and invariably arise tion can only be recommended th VW
Haying had twenty years’ experience, he has afford- whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease grossest ignorance, as they
'F hasten ¡he r
thing was stowed on the cart to his satis
ed relief to three thousand persons, for the last five
namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula the hair, by increasing the relays;/6 aM
faction, Jack seated himself on the top of years. All may rest assured of relief who cal! and try every kind.
skin. When there is a harsh, di»“ 01
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been tion of the BLOOD.
the chest, and for want of better amuse 1 russes of his manufacture. Hois now confident he very
°JC0|)In a period of little more than three years in tracted skin, and where the small
extensively used for about twelve years;
can gjve every individual relief who may call on him.
the United States, they have restored to a state of seis which carry nourishment to the blW
ment, spliced the ends of the cart rope
O’T’he public are cautioned against the many and its reputation has been constantly increasing
oils &c., rmvT
_ ,Du*b Ul
ai(° aii
So universally popular has this article become health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED obstructed, then the oils,
together. When they arrived to the stop quacks who promise what they cannot perform.
3 HOUSAND persons, who were given over as as they tend to relax the skin • bin ai §00^
ping place, Yacub attempted to cast off Having worn the different kinds of Trusses, more or that it may now be considered as a standard arti incurable
by physicians of the first rank and are of no avail. There must be a °ne,tM
less, that have been offered to the public for the last cle in a large part of the United States and Brit
his rope, preparatory to unloading. After twenty years, from different patent manufactories, and ish
Provinces. Many families keep it constantly standing, and in many cases when every other to rouse the vessels from their m Stlil11J^i
searching in vain for the end of it, he now continues to wear those of his own manufacture, by them, considering it the most safe as well as remedy had been resorted to in vain.
quicken the current of the blood
a”is now able to decide, after examining the rupture, certain remedy for the above complaints. The
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
threw his hat on the ground in a rage ex he
what sort of Truss is best to adapt to al! the cases that Proprietors have received, and are receiving be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or from ChrehugKs Treatise on the hair^
claiming, ‘ Dunder and blixen, some tarn occur ; and he has on hand as good Trusses, and will
The Balm of Columbia is the onk'n.
numerous recommendations from many of our pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
Yankee’s cut off bote de ends of mine furnish any kind of Truss that can be had elsewhere. best
Physicians, who make use of it in their prac tional or from some immediate cause, whether tion that can have that effect, be if P?iW
Any person who purchases a Truss at this establish
ropes and put dem vere the tyvel could’nt ment. if¡t does not suit, can exchange uniil they are well tice. The names of a few individuals who have it be from internal or external injury, it will be free from any oily substance.
VS|liv<i
suited, without additional charge.
find ’em.’—Phil. Times.
given their testimony in favor of this article are cured by persevering in the use of" these Pills. qualities are as follows :
J. F. F. manufactures as many as twenty different here subjoined, and for a more full account see
This great principle of “PURGING” in
1st For infants, keeping thp k ,
kinds of Trusses, among which are all the different the envelope to the bottle.
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&
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Doet. Amory Hunting
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2d-For ladies after child-birth, rp«tn.
Boston, together with the patent elastic spring Truss,
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certainty
that
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and preventing the falling out ofthèu""8’
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was met by the hostler, whom he thus ad these give relief in all cases of rupture, and a large
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have
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and night ; improved hinge and pivot Truss; umbili Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston,
from the vehicle, ^tabulate him, denote cal spring Trusses, made in four different ways ;Truswho is benefited is your Doctor.
Look at the debility the same effect is product
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors :
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him an adequate supply of nutritious ali ses with ball and socket joints; Trusses for Prolap
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A difference between the appearance of those two
Ani, by wearing which persons troubled with remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable persons one has been treated by your regular is started, it may be preserved hv
ment, and when the aurora of morn shall sus
a descent of the rectum can ride on horseback with
the latest period of life.
a tentl°nIo
again illuminate the oriental horizon, I peifect ease and safety. Mr, Foster, also makes Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a is, see how the shadow of death throws his
5th-It frees the head from
shall award you a pecuniary compensation 1 russes for Prolapsus Uteri, which have answered long
time with the consumption. His physician solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, 1strengthens the roots, imparts healtht^
in cases where pessaries have failed. Suspensory
for your amiable hospitality.
’
.
The boy Trusses, knee caps and back-boards are always had given him up. He was reduced so low as to see how he trembles in every limb; his eves 1our to the circulation, and prevents?.
r ' understanding
1
•
not
a word, ran into the kept on hand. As a matter of convenience, and not of be unable to help himself, and was raising a sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution, 1from changing colour or getting irav “e“"
house, saying, ‘ Master, here’s a Dutch- speculation, the undersigned will keep on hand the fol large quantity of blood, when he commenced perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
6th—It causes the hair to cml h? -,
lowing kinds from other manufactories, which they can using the Balsam, which effected »complete cure the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
He
man wants to see vou.’
have if his does not suit them ; after a fair trial, they and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was. says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com when done up in it over night,
.(Lr’No ladies’ toilet should 'ever b?
can exchange for any of them :—Dr. Hull’s; Read’s Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he plaint ’—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
De
|
We were much amused in noticing a spiral I russ ; Rundell’s do,; Salmon’s hall and socket ; has promised me a more detailed account of his dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e. witnout it.
Sherman’s patent ; French do. ; Marsh’s improved
Mercury and^Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
ludicrous mistake in an exchange paper, Truss; Bateman’s do., double and single; Stone’s case, which I will forward y.ou. C. 8. CLAY.
better say.—So to save life you must half poison
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
a day or two since, which shows how ri Trusses ; — also,Trusses for children, of all sizes,
with that comforter of the teeth and gums— ^^“‘^uredofthenkyl--'^
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
A ny kind of Trusses repaired at short notice, and
diculous a single type will sometimes made
as good as when new.
In the winter of 1837 and 1838, I was seized MERCURY—and positively make a man mis
K?Ladies wishing for any’ of these instruments, will with a violent cough which continued two or erable ths sad remainder of his existence; this is
make a printer.—Wishing to puff a mer
A CASE IN POINT.—] had
be waned upon by Mrs. Foster, at the above place. three months. My cough was so severe that I called curing. Shocking folly 1
ly lost nearly all the hair from the tip1^'
chant, by saying ‘At No. — there is a Mrs.
T. has been engaged in the above business for was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the head, when I commenced the useP o/?
great callit read instead : ‘ At No. — ten years.
during the night, and 1 was much reduced in man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
The subscriber makes and keeps on hand steeled flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of Balm of Columbia, and have, by the »L H
there is a great calf.’ We suppose 'the
two bottles, had my head covered with
shoes, for deformed and crooked feet, and is doin«- this
unlucky wight did not discover the mis every week for children and infants, in this city/’ and of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable conscious strength, his countenance is clear
growth
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take untiFhe felt a cow-hide on his back from out of the city. Specimens of his workmanship
He however loaned it to me till I could procure the feeling of new life and animation; he has the matter, as any of my friends caS
for calling his friend a calf.—Manchester may be seen at the manufactory.
He likewise informs individuals he will not make him another. I experienced immediate relief been confined a few days to his bed, but he us calling on me. I had also become <iimP01. y ‘
(A*. H.) AfemormZ.
their complaints known to any one, except when he is from it. The first opportunity I had I procured ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and but had the gray hairs plucked out,lnd jt£
permitted to refer to them—i,t being a misfortune, and more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres soon rose without any injury being sustained
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thebody
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was in, a
‘It Wil
A SISTER’S LOVE.
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More constant than the evening star
‘ Care
ervation of my life.
JAMES W. LENOX
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
JAMES FREDERICK FOSTER.
Which mildly beams above_
were
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a
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after
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has
them call upon me and see. I bonTh ’l
Boston, March, 1841.
Than diadem—oh ! dearer far
entirely recovered the attack : because his Balm of Comstock & Co„ 3 ¿3^
Anna’s
Plaster.
COUNTERFEITS.
BEWARE OF IMPOSITION I
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
A sister’s gentle love.
HpHE peculiarities of this Chemical Comishment.
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
No. 19 Counties Slip, Agen^of^n ?"•
.
.
Boston, Jan. 7, 1835.
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Brighter than dew-drop on the rose,
wrapper,
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ampson solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne Line. New-York, Nov. 9. 8
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effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, lig afflicted with Hernia have suffered much from the Reed. NOiNE OTHER CAN BE GENU down by useless particles, but has renewed his
I hope t
Than Nature’s smile more gay—
aments and muscles ; its virtues being car want of a skilful workman in accommodating Trusses INE.
A young gentleman of 388 South Market,
life and body both.
ter. Bu
A living fount, which ever flows,
ried by them to the immediate seat of dis to the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken pains to
¡EFThe outside Yellow Label will have, on
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
concerne
inform myself of the competency of Mr. J. F. Foster to iand after December 1839, in addition to that of I ills, removes nothing but the useless and de han, all of which he lost by its fillin<r 8
ease, or of pain and weakness.
Steeped m love’s purest ray.
‘ Ther
However good any internal remedy may supply the deficiency occasioned by the death of Mr. ISampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John Cut cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and He has used 2 bottles of Balm of Columbi
Gem of the heart! Life’s gift divine,
After some months of observation of his work, iler, one of his partners.
brother
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corrupt
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those
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from
Comstock
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am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with
Bequeathed us from above,
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo which cause disease—they impede the func flowing crop of very long, fine hair, »h
a powerful auxiliary in removing the dis the manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious in
genteel,
Glad offering at affection’s shrine—
ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Lo accommodating them to the variety of cases which oc- nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to tions of the liver when they settle upon that curls most beautifully ! His father who
company
cal Inflammation, Scrofulous Affections, cut. 1 feel myself called upon to recommend him to introduce spurious articles, which by partially organ, and which, when they settle upon the one of the most respectable citizens of ik
A sister s holy love !
‘ Jnde
my professional brethren, and to the public, as a per- assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and Chron son
8
her bee
well fitted io supply their wants in regard to these ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among nerves, produce gout; or, upon the lungs, pro city, is referred to for the fact
ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated important articles.
John C. Warren.
CT’THE LATE MAYOR of p{li]adel
these mixtures are the “American Pulmonary duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
Anna, if
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sels, apopiexy and paralysis, and all the train
been in the use of Mr. Foster’s Truss for Inguinal Her
gentlemen of high standing who declare’ = like as a
!
Native Dignity. A coach passing a- Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard so nia, and find it to answer every desirable purpose, and pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and and
much said in the latter place in praise of consider it far preferable to any other which [ have em- chasers should enquire for the true article by its all who behold them.
positively under their own hands (all of I of coursi
long had nearly run over some servant girl Jew David’s Plaster; nnd of the (as he con
whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO
Yes, purging these humors from the body is winch may be seen at the Office) that the balm
‘Why
, KT
James Thatcher, M. D,
when the coachman called out—
’ sidered) miraculous yures it had performed, P
Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.
NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks the true cure for all these complaints, and eve of Columbia is not only a certain presery. ■
don
’t ce
‘ Take care Sally.’
and signatures of the genuine.
that he was induced to try it on his own
ry other form of disease; this is no mere asser
with E
T.
,
Boston, March 10, 1840.
Each bottle and seal is stamped “Vegetable tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it ative, but positively a restorative of the human
The girl, however, without attempting person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the
hair ; aiso, a cure for Dandruff. Who shall I Fitz will!
I hereby certify, that I have known Mr. James F
Balsam.”
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
to escape the danger, looked up in the removal of which had been the chief object of Foster, several years last past, and have frequently em Pulmonary
dispute, or who go baJd ?
[ETO
ne more Counterfeit, besides the known, and more and more appreciated.
several t
coachman’s face with an air of offended his journey, but which had resisted the genial ployed him in the construction of Trusses and other American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others
BEWARE ! 1—Some counterfeiters have
The cure by purging may more depend up
apparatus for my patients, and have always found him
‘No,:
influence
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balmy
and
delicious
climate.
pride, and exclaimed,
ready, capable, and faithful, and equal to the occasion above alluded to !—An attempt has been made to on the laws which produce sweetness or purity attempted to imitate this article. Let it never
He accordingly applied a plaster on the for
phaticall
which 1 have employed him.
deceive the public by a spurious mixture called than may be generally imagined. Whatever be purchased or used unless it have the« !
‘It isn’t Sally, or any such common right
side of the chest, where the pain was
‘Well
John Randall, M. D.
•
Pulmonary Balsam/’ sometimes tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because of Comstock
Co. on a splendid wrapper. !
stuff—its Amelia Ann.’
seated, another between the shoulders, and
signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity Ibis is the only external test that will secure '
and Can
Individuals can have the Trusses sent to them by any Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled ot
one over the region of the liver. In the
constant exercise is seen.
the public fron^ deception.
ted in th
FkpS .Ot\ QnTit by. WrilinS the subscribe/, man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in
An Early Riser. ( Come Simon, get mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea
FliDU11!
AtTToiercis0 cannot be used
For sale at Kennebunk by A. Warren.
(James F. Foster} 305 Washington st. Boston.
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a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is n
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o^ftot, Massa? What if it be sun yise ? health improving : and in a few weeks his
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all fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma rangement has long been in contemplation the principal places throughout the United States and outlets which she has provided for herself.
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Pointed Reply. “ You’ve played the tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache, by the subscriber. He is induced to make it and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
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whose estate is represented insolvent, give I
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nestine 1
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For sale by
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' —These plasters have been used through
‘ But
mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the ed accounts, a considerable portion of which ter.
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street
A Profitable Pasture.
“ I Say Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction are of long standing. As, so far as concerns out the greatest part of Europe and have been
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mean by
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o clock each day.
the newspaper establishment, new books will found to be far more efficacious than any
neighbor Hodge, what are you fencing up of himself and others,
'That
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Waterborough, James Leavitt.
CORNED, PICKLED & DRY FISH,
E.
R
obinson
,
former
keeper
of
the
Mansion
knows t
dew drop contained in the flowret’s cup
,
, >>y
J. CURTIS & Co.
TT
L ! T /“KS K. REMICH.
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
where those wishing to purchase can be ac
Kennebunk, July 17.
Kennebunk, Aug. 14.
tf
York, Edward Chase.
has as much enjoyment as the elephant House, Portsmouth, being in attendance as
commodated,
go horn
“
Alexander Dennett.
Kennebunk-Landing, May 20,1841.
choicest
which drinks from the stream of some superintendent of the establishment.
The stables and yard are as convenient as
“
G. M. Freeman.
Pencil Cases.
.
Salt.
mighty river!—/V. Y. Mias.
sure to
can be found in the city.
LOT ot Silver Pencil Cases,—variety of
20 HHDS. Lisbon Salt, suitable for saltB. BRANDRETH, M. D
a ott
Wanted.
bteness
__
241
Broadway,
N.
Y.
JOHN S. ROBINSON.
.
patterns
—
at
very
low
prices,
—
this
day
Exactly ! and the little pig which takes
ASH will be paid for one hundred cords
mg hay, just received and for sale
May, 1839.
J
heard 1
Boston, Aug. 14.
received and for sale by
D. REMICH,
its provender from a pint tin dish is just
of BaRK, at the Tannery formerly
K , JAMES LORD.
theatre
Kennebunk,
July
31.
t
f
Kennebunk, July 31.
tf
owned by D. W. Lord & Co.
as comfortable as the unwieldly «mint er
she off€
Room
Paper.
Porto
Rico
Hlolasses,
DANIEL
SMITH
&Co.
that luxuriates in a big mud-hole and eats
lanseed Oil.
Kennebunk-port, July 24.
3w
“ever b
namelled visiting cardsCASE
more
of
low
priced
ROOM
PAits dinner out of a six foot trough I—JV. O. OF superior quality—just received by
°Y TSKTo’rtejh^ subscriber, ENGLISH
piam and embossed.
toel pec
PERS,
just
received
and
this
day
openic
i
, t
J‘ CUKTIS & Co.
Picayune.
LINSEED OIL, first quality, at Bos ed—embracing a great variety of patterns—
Blown Sait.
Kennebunk, June 19,184L
‘And
ton prices, by the bbl.
WM. LORD.
EÄ
SACKS
BLOWN
SALT-for
sak
For sale by
D. REMICH.
taking g
Kennebunk, May 27,1841.
by j. CURTIS & Co.
Kennebunk, June 8,1841.
■Yes,
Kennebunk, June 18,1841
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